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Abstract: In the process of oil drilling, it is often required to improve the drilling efficiency and to be
able to analyze the faults in the drilling process, so it is of great significance to study the parameter
acquisition system of the oil drill bit working process[1]. Aiming at this situation, this paper designs a
device for downhole data acquisition, vibration detection, temperature detection and rotational speed
detection of deep well drill bits. In this paper, an overall scheme is designed, and the acceleration[2],
on-board temperature [3]and rotational speed[4] of the three axes of X, Y, and Z are selected as the main
measurement objects. The working parameters of the drill bit can not only reflect the entire working
condition of the drill bit, but also can be used for failure analysis during the drilling process. Provide
strong evidence. First of all, components need to have high temperature resistance characteristics. At
the same time, the selected components can meet the detailed parameters of technical requirements,
including measurement range, measurement accuracy, resolution, etc. Secondly, design the hardware
circuit, including acceleration acquisition circuit, temperature measurement circuit, rotational speed
measurement circuit and data storage circuit. Finally, the software is designed, including the data
acquisition, the A/D conversion and the Flash stored program design.
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1. Introduction
In petroleum drilling engineering projects, through the real-time acquisition of drilling process
parameters such as vibration, temperature, and rotational speed of the device[5], technicians can
monitor and analyze the downhole conditions and observe the changes of relevant parameters in the
downhole, which can increase the future drilling process. reliability and improve drilling efficiency[6].
The measurement technology of petroleum engineering is to fit the obtained data into a curve for
analysis through a variety of testing equipment and instruments[7], so as to obtain the process data of
the drill bit, and provide the basis for the analysis of the failure of petroleum engineering.
At present, there are few equipments for testing parameters of deep well drill bit working process in
China, and even the equipments in some fields are blank[8]. The purpose of this topic is to solve the
equipment for collecting parameters in the working process of the drill bit in deep wells.
2. Overall design of deep well drill pipe measuring device
The main parameters collected by the deep well drill pipe measuring device are acceleration,
temperature and rotational speed. When the data needs to be analyzed, the historical data of these main
parameters is required. Therefore, the entire measurement device also needs Flash to store the data to
the collected data[9]. The specific design block diagram is as follows:
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Figure 1: Block diagram of parameter acquisition system
The whole design block diagram is composed of the minimum system of the controller, acceleration
sensor, temperature sensor, rotational speed sensor, and Flash, so that the measurement device realizes
the acquisition and storage function of the main working parameters of the deep well drill pipe.
3. Implementation of accelerometer data acquisition
The oil drill pipe will continuously vibrate during the working process. When the vibration exceeds
a certain value, it will cause excessive bending, excessive wear and even fatigue damage of the drill
pipe[10]. Therefore, the acceleration of the oil drill pipe in all directions during the working process is
detected. of great significance. The accelerometer is mainly used to measure the vibration of the
acquisition system in the three directions of X, Y, and Z. The single-axis accelerometer can only collect
acceleration motion data in a single direction. This article not only needs the axial acceleration data, but
also needs to collect the acceleration in two radial directions. Therefore, we choose the three-axis
accelerometer 830M, which can Collect vibration data in X, Y, Z directions. Specific power supply
parameters Vdd=3.3V.
The acquisition process is: initialization -> X/Y/Z channel selection -> read X/Y/Z acceleration ->
store X/Y/Z value -> end.
According to the sensor parameters and circuit design, the acceleration in each direction can be
calculated as follows:

G =| V / 2 − 2.5 | / 0.0125mv / g
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Figure 2: The related process function of accelerometer data acquisition
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In the acquisition system, the data in the sensor needs to be read out and stored. Since the output
acceleration is an analog quantity, the analog quantity collected by the controller needs to be converted
by the ADC to obtain a digital quantity before it can be read by the controller[11]. The implementation
according to the software process is in Figure 2.
As can be seen from Figure 2, in the process of realizing acceleration data acquisition in the main
function, the I/O port of the controller needs to be initialized first, including the port multiplexing into
an ADC port; secondly, the X/O port is read by polling the channel. Y/Z acceleration value; then,
convert the read channel value into the corresponding X/Y/Z acceleration value; finally, store the
corresponding cache value in Flash, thus realizing the acquisition of the acceleration of the three axes
and store the entire process.
4. Implementation of onboard temperature acquisition
The onboard temperature sensor detects the real-time temperature of the entire acquisition system.
As the drilling depth continues to increase, so does the operating temperature of the drill bit[12]. The
working temperature of the drill bit will not affect the working life and sealing performance of the drill
bit, but also have an irreversible impact on the underground frozen soil layer. Therefore, it is of great
significance to collect and analyze the temperature change during the working process of the drill bit.
The temperature sensor used in the acquisition process in this paper measures the temperature of the
acquisition control board. When the control board is installed close to the drill bit, the temperature of
the acquisition control board will increase with the temperature of the drill bit, so that the working
temperature of the drill bit can be indirectly obtained. temperature curve.
The detection range of the temperature sensor in this paper is -55℃~150℃, and the nonlinearity
can reach ±0.3℃, which can meet the temperature measurement range of 3000 underground. According
to the value sampled by AD, the value of temperature can be obtained, and its calculation formula is:
T=(Tem_Value*500)/1024-273.15

(2)

Among them, T represents the calculated temperature, Tem_Value is the value of the ADC read in
the control system, and the software workflow during the temperature acquisition process of the data is:
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Figure 3: Process function related to temperature data acquisition
As shown in Figure 3, the temperature acquisition is also realized by the controller ADC to realize
the analog signal transmitted from the temperature sensor, and the acquired data is stored in the Flash
after calculation to realize the acquisition and storage of the temperature.
5. The realization of speed data acquisition
The different rotational speed of the drill pipe during the drilling process will affect the vibration of
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the drill pipe, which will affect the bending, wear, fatigue and damage of the drill pipe[13]. The detection
range of the speed sensor used in this article is 1~5000RPM, and the maximum withstand temperature
is greater than 175℃. The principle block diagram is as follows:
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Figure 4: The principle block diagram of the speed sensor
It can be known from the principle block diagram of the rotational speed sensor that the detected
rotational speed output signals include analog output and digital output, and the array output signal is
used in this paper. For the acquisition of digital quantities, the pulse period is calculated according to
the time between the rising edges of the external interrupt acquisition pulse of the chip, and the
frequency of the pulse is obtained according to the period, so as to calculate the final speed parameter.
6. Conclusion
The oil drill bit working process parameter acquisition system is mainly used to collect the main
parameters such as temperature, acceleration, and rotational speed of the drill bit during the working
process, and store these parameters in Flash, which is used to analyze the temperature change, vibration,
and work of the drill bit during the entire process. parameters such as speed change. The oil drill bit
working process parameter acquisition system is mainly used for the process analysis of the drill bit
work and the failure analysis after the problem occurs.
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